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3. Introduction
All crypto currencies came from the true premise. For having value, many
people should want to have them. However, somebody think that this striving
should be maintained for many years. Striving is based on purchasing power of
a cryptocurrency generally and token particularly. On the other hand, any

crypto currency A or B also needs to be used in order to have value. So it must
be accepted in most financial or commercial transactions; this means that this
crypto currency must be used in any type of trade or business, for example in
stores, supermarkets, airlines, vehicle purchases, buying stocks, buying real
estate, etc. This calls usability.
It is necessary to build an ecosystem in order to occur already described
usability and desirability events; that is a group of people, companies and
institutions who wish to participate by accepting, exchanging or storing crypto
currency A or B as a valuable instrument.

All crypto currencies want to create their own independent ecosystem, that is
not cooperate among themselves, some of them even believe that with the help
of their ecosystem they can monopolize all global financial transactions, but
none of them offers to work together to create an ecosystem for the common
use of crypto currencies.

More and more projects appear every day. At the same time, it is more and more
difficult to find information on each project individually. The reason is that they
copy each other and do not offer anything new for ordinary crypto enthusiasts.
New technologies have facilitated the creation of a large number of small,
medium and large financial platforms, which have enabled new users and
financial transactions in small and medium groups. This creates a struggle
between traditional and new financial platforms, since traditional ones have a
large number of infrastructure and personnel that become unproductive and
incompetent, unlike the latest technologies that create a new financial industry.

Our project called BeforeCoinMarketCap aims at uniting all crypto activists and
enthusiasts around the world on one platform. It will allow each crypto activist
to learn all relevant information on certain tokens in one place. Each registered
and verified user of our platform will be able not only to view information on

the tokens that interest them, but also to give an announcement on those tokens
that are absent from our database, or their status has already been changed. Each
correct announcement will be rewarded.

For this purpose, we have created a team of professionals who will always help
and advise you on any issue regarding our platform.

4. The essence of the project (briefly the crypt will be used)
The essence of the project BeforeCoinMarketCap is a product that has no
analogues in the crypto currency world. The platform developed by us will
occupy a market segment that will audit and track existing and newly created
crypto currencies. The uniqueness of our project is that we give our users the
opportunity to earn in a few clicks. Our unique platform working with each user
individually we have created by combining information from several sources,
such as: CoinMarketCap, Ethplorer, Etherscan, etc. You will no longer have to
track each token individually. Visit our platform and simply enter the address
of your wallet, you will get all the up-to date information about your tokens. In
case that you do not find any information on your tokens from your wallet, we
suggest you should create an announcement and earn tokens from our project.

For these purposes, we are creating our crypto currency (BCMC1), which will
serve for payments for digital and physical assets, as well as for certain actions
within our platform:

- Paying for correct community crypto forecasts - Voting
- Bonus payments for participation in promotion and competitions of crypto
community
- Software Development.

- Ads positioning in apps.
- Staking.
- Referral system.

At the first stage, work on our platform will be carried out with the wallets of
the Ethereum block chain. In the future, we plan to include platforms such as
EOS, TRON, XLM, etc. in case of their active development.

5. Introduction to the current affairs state in this sphere
Today, there are tens of thousands companies on the market that have their own
crypto currency and new ones are emerging. It takes a lot of time to track where
they are traded, when the day of listing is, or to switching to another block.
Everyone knows that when a token begins its journey, it is still very shaky.
Large changes can occur immediately after listing and it is far from fixed price
indicated in WhitePaper. As a rule, CoinMarketCap (CMC) does not audit
novice tokens due to low trading volumes, but they are already trading and show
certain results in the market. It happens that while the token will be issued on
CMC, it is already traded on 5 exchangers.
It is far from a secret that in the crypto currency space, and on the Internet itself,
they say "dishonest money circulation." How does this happen? Almost all
crypto projects come to the intended goal thanks to the crypto community and
crypto enthusiasts participating in various actions, airdrop, bounty, etc. Which
make them the main advertising, thereby increasing the demand and liquidity
of the product offered.

However, not all crypto companies play the game. Many deliberately deprive
their crypto community of the earned money, despite the fact, thanks to them,
they succeeded. How does this happen?

Thanks to the crypto community and its active actions, they sell as many of
their tokens as possible, but they are trying to conceal or not especially advertise
the date of the beginning of token listing on the exchange. Companies that have
nothing except beautiful pictures do this have empty promises, as a rule, their
main task is listing. If they report the listing to anyone who bought or earned
their tokens, they will not be able to get the maximum benefit.
Thus, it turns out that simple crypto enthusiasts serve as a means to achieve
their goals, and those tokens that they earned, spending their time, or acquired
are simply depreciated. It also happens that some companies are initially weak
or potentially not in demand in the market, but at the same time existing projects
held the next action with an attractive reward for participation. Of course, active
participants in the crypto world do not pass by; they spend a lot of time
advertising these projects on their social networks, etc. In turn, these
companies, after listing, the date of which they hide, can lose thousands of
percent in the value in one day and that the token will return to the declared
price in WhitePaper can no longer be said.

BeforeCoinMarketCap is a platform that offers solutions to all these problems.
It is designed to track the initial placement of coins and audit existing tokens.
You do not have to view a huge number of tokens to find your own among a
heap of channel announcements. Just enter the address of your wallet, and you
will receive full information for your tokens, and the tokens on various
exchanges you can fix on your panel. Traders will experience the usefulness
and benefit of our project. Everyone can build his or her own strategy.
We reward our users with valuable information and tokens of our own eco
system. The platform is free of charge; you only need to undergo simple
registration and verification. This gives you the right to announce, and soon

it will be possible to vote for the tokens you like. For each announcement
approved by our administrators, project participants will receive a fixed fee with
our internal token, which you can sell or purchase. You can also earn money on
our platform using a referral system. Being registered, you will receive a unique
referral link that will give you the opportunity to earn by joining your family,
friends and acquaintances.

6. The goal of our project, its relevance
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BeforeCoinMarketCap platform will help you not only save time, but also earn
money in the crypto currency market. At the first stage, the project will be
abbreviated "beta." This is due to the fact that during the implementation of
WhitePaper there will be added some updates to a particular part of the system.
By the time we finish working on WhitePaper, our platform will switch to the
main version.

Our team objectives are:
- Daily filling of the platform with information about existing and newly created
tokens.
- Application processing announce.
- Processing of withdraw requests.
- Processing KYC requests.
- Processing Support requests.
- Development and launch on the "People IEO" platform
- Development and launch on "All" platform

- Development and launch on the "Best Deal" platform

The social significance of the BeforeCoinMarketCap project is that each
participant in the crypto currency world can save his time and receive maximum
income for his work or contribution made to the development of any projects
that relate to the crypto currency. In addition, this way they positively affect the
entire assessment of the crypto industry.

7. Project Description
The direction that we carry out has no competitors. The only similar project that
exists now is CoinMarketCap, but they are not our competitors. They perform
the task of tracking tokens that have a large trading volume. Nevertheless,
crypto enthusiasts and crypto investors already know these

tokens because most of them are already traded on the stock exchange and all
airdrop, bounty and ICO projects have long been completed.
Our activities are primarily aimed at an individual approach to each crypto
enthusiast and crypto investor. We will monitor and receive information from
the crypto community about those projects that are just starting their way in the
crypto currency world.

Also, any user of ours will be able to find out information on their own entire
tokens platform by entering the address of his wallet in the special field. If there
is no information on any of the tokens located in his wallet, the registered user
can find the correct information on this token and make an announcement on it
on our platform. If the announcement proves correct, and our administrators
confirm its correctness, then in this case this user will be rewarded by the tokens
of our eco system. Thus, we offer saving not only your time, but also saving the
opportunity to earn money with us. In addition, all the information that will be

posted on our platform will be interesting to investors. While investing in young
startups, investors very often face with the fact that they lose time for daily
checks of certain tokens and news on them. Our platform makes it possible to
save this time.
Research and survey done through a number of platforms Instars.com and other official
airdrop channels showed that the idea of saving time would significantly increase the
crypto activist's portfolio. Users will have more time for new research and promotion of
new projects, which means significant increasing the chances of earning.
Because time is the most valuable resource in the life of any person, we
conclude that our project is necessary BeforeCoinMarketCap in the crypto
currency world.

Our platform performs the tasks of primary tracking of tokens and all
information on them. Also with the help of our platform, each registered user
will be able to give announcements on all existing tokens and only beginning
their way in the crypto currency world. We offer our users the opportunity to
earn and grow together with our project.

The functionality of the platform is as follows:
a) Possibility to submit announcements. (Announce).
b) Ability to view all relevant token information contained specifically in each
user's individual wallets. First, this means significantly reducing your time
to search for, track, and act on tokens.
c) Staking tokens of our eco system. (staking).
d) The possibility of voting for the best projects that come out on a particular
block chain. (Best deal).
e) In addition, in the future our platform will vote for people IEO (People IEO).

8. Tokens and the financial model (why we will be successful, the
distribution of tokens, work with tokens that will be, carried out
during the project)
1) The result of our project is saving your time and earning money. We have
created our own crypto currency (BCMC1) for these purposes. It will allow
us to reward active project participants and attract new users.

2) The total volume of issued tokens will be 10.000.000.000 BCMC1. The
starting price per token will be $0.01 USD. At the ICO stage, we plan to sell
15% of the tokens of the entire 1.500.000.000 BCMC1 issue, in case not all
tokens are sold, the rest will be burned.
3) About 7% of the 700,000,000 tokens BCMC1 will be, spent on Airdrop and
bounty. In case not all the tokens are distributed, the remaining part will be
sent to the general wallet for the community.

4) Team payment + PRE ICO investor will be 13% 1.300.000.000 BCMC1.
These tokens will be placed on 3 wallets and will be blocked for 3 years.

In the first year, 10% of the total number of tokens will be unlocked, which
will be 1.3% of the total token emission. For the second year, another 20%
of tokens from the remaining 90% will be unlocked. In the third year, the
total number of blocked tokens will be 50%. Thus, Team payment tokens
will not enter the market in large volumes and will not waste the BCMC1
rate on the exchange. This show that the goal of our project is not to enrich
the team at the expense of investors and crypto enthusiasts. We want to give
everyone the opportunity to earn money and look forward to many years of
cooperation and rapid growth of our project. The remaining 60% of the
BCMC1 can be earned with the help of announcements submitted on our
platform, the referral system, as well as participating in the staking of our
tokens.

5) At the first round of ICO, the starting sale price will be 0.0015 per one token
BCMC1; the total number of tokens sold will be 400,000,000 BCMC1. The
second round of ICO will increase the price to 0.0031 per one token
BCMC1; the total number of tokens sold will be 600.000.000 BCMC1.
In the third stage of sale, the price will be 0.0041 per one token BCMC1, the
total number of tokens sold will be 500,000,000
BCMC1. Thus, the investors of our project will have the opportunity
to earn from 2.5x to 12x since the early sale start. There will also be the
possibility of staking our token from 1 month to 12 months.

6) Staking will be carried out from $100 in tokens BCMC1. A smaller payment
will not go through. It will be possible to incest your tokens for 3 months and
the reward will be 4% of the invested funds. For 6 months, the reward will
be 9% of the number of embedded tokens. During 12 months, the reward will
be 21% of embedded tokens. After the expiration of staking, tokens and
percentage on them will be automatically transferred to the wallet from
which the token were contributed.

7) The token is based on the Ethereum platform ERC-20
8) At the token sales stages, we expect to attract investments for $3.999.990
Hard cap, 1.800.000 Minimum Cap. In the case of Hard Cap, the project will
develop much faster. With Min. Cap project will develop, but slower. First,
the raised money will go to the development of the project. We plan to put
the first money raised to finalize the platform and expand our team for better
work. Purchase of equipment and additional job creation to serve our users
is also planned. 60 % of the investments raised will be in a stable fund for

the purchase of tokens in case it falls to a certain level after the sales start.
Thus, we will maintain a certain balance and will not let our token fall
rapidly. This is an additional plus for the investors of our project. The
remaining amount of attracted investments will be used to develop the
roadmap project.

9) The total capitalization of the crypto currency market today is approximately
$400.000.000.000 and continues to grow gradually. Due to the current
situation in the world, we believe that the popularity of crypto currencies will
only increase and the number of projects coming out on various platforms
will increase. US financial institutions are already on the path of adoption
crypto currencies. According to Chainalysis experts, recent events in the
United States show that regulators are actively preparing for the mass
adoption of digital currencies and expect financial institutions to realize their
exposure and reduce the risks. The Office of the US Currency Controller
(OCC) said that US banks could provide customers with crypto currency
storage services, as well as store reserves in stable coins. In view of the
foregoing,

we
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BeforeCoinMarketCap will only grow.

The main task of our platform is the unification of all crypto activists on one
platform. For it, we plan to collect the most up-todate information every day
on all projects that are somehow associated with the crypto industry. First,
we are interested in information about the initial placement of a token on the
exchange. At the same time, we intend to monitor and record changes in
tokens that have long been on the market and have sufficient fame in the
world of crypto currencies. Every visitor will be able to benefit from our
platform. We show those tokens that are traded on the exchange and have at
least some opportunity to be sold or bought.
exchange, we show them.

While they are listed on the

9. Conclusion (results, repetition of the goal, objectives, relevance of this
project, payback and benefit of investors.)
The goal of our project is to create a popular platform for auditing already
existing tokens as well as those which are only planning their initial placement.
We are creating a platform that has no analogues today in the world of crypto
currencies and will be useful for all participants in the crypto currency world.
We created a team of professionals. They will help you every day to track your
tokens and to post your forecasts events of the crypto industry on our platform.
The relevance of our project now can be evaluated by every crypto enthusiast who
daily encounters the problem of finding the necessary information on certain
tokens that are stored in his crypto currency portfolio. Our project gives you the
opportunity not only to save your precious time, but also to make money on it.
The benefits for the investors of our project will be very significant. The aim of
our project is not only to benefit from purchases at the ICO stages; there will
also be the possibility of staking the token of our eco system (its structure is
described above). In the future, at the launch stage of People IEO, it is planned
to buy off tokens that are already traded on exchanges and then burn them. In
return, it will lead to an increase in the exchange rate BCMC1 and at the same
time will result in additional income for the holders of our token. The number
of tokens that will be issued for submitting correct announcements and
attracting people by referral link will be regulated, depending on the market
price BCMC1 and will be equal to a certain amount in dollar equivalent most
of the time.

According to the roadmap of our project, we intend to present several technical
solutions that will be implemented on the same platform for the first time.

Nevertheless, in order to protect against plagiarism, we cannot reveal to you all
our plans.
One of the first such solutions will be People IEO, which we will present to you
in the second quarter of 2021. After that, we intend to launch a quarterly
purchase of our tokens from the community on those exchanges where we will
be represented. Thus, we plan that the price of our token will only rise and bring
profit to investors, as well as participants of our project, who will keep our
tokens in the Stakes. The next big stage of our project will be "All" which will
be released in the 3rd quarter of 2021. In this part of the updated project, we
plan to begin auditing tokens created on all existing platforms. Thus, we plan
to expand our community, as well as simplify work with tokens of other block
chains for crypto enthusiasts.
Best Deal part of updates of our project will take place in the 4th quarter 2021
and it will be a novelty in the world of crypto currencies.

Our platform is

unique. First, it is aimed at work with crypto enthusiasts, the most active part
of crypto currency community. Every day we work for people and thanks to
them, unfamiliar projects can become popular and successful. Daily run of
Airdrop and bounty of the company becomes harder over time. When you have
more than several hundred coins in a wallet, it is problematic to trace the
beginning of the auction on each of them. It often happens that you know the
time and start date of the auction only when you accidentally come across some
announcement. It means you only waste your time, forces and money.

We offer you the modern platform that will meet all your requirements for
searching and tracking coins on your wallets. You no longer have to look
through daily a heap of announcement channels to find the latest information
on your tokens. Just visit our platform, enter data of the wallet and all relevant
information on your tokens will be on your screen. In case you do not have any
information on your tokens, there will be a new opportunity to make money by
submitting of the announcement. The development of any project depends on

target audience. We consider our target audience to be the most numerous and
active in crypto currency community.

We work for the future and not for instant enrichment. You can look in the
smart contract 0X... about it. Team payment will be 13% 1.300.000.000
BCMC1. These tokens will be placed on 3 wallets and will be blocked for 3
years. In the first year, 10% of the total number of tokens will be unlocked,
which will be 1.3% of the total token emission. For the second year, another
20% of tokens from the remaining 90% will be unlocked. In the third year, the
total number of blocked tokens will be 50%. Thus, Team payment tokens will
not enter the market in large volumes and will not waste the BCMC1 rate on
the exchange. This show that the goal of our project is not to enrich the team at
the expense of investors and crypto enthusiasts. We want to give everyone the
opportunity to earn money and look forward to many years of cooperation and
rapid growth of our project.
We have far-reaching plans and in the near future, you are waiting for 2 more
novelties under the label (Top secret), see the Road map. Due to the risk of
plagiarism, we conduct all developments in the strictest secret. We are
confident that these innovations on our platform will help a lot of crypto
enthusiasts replenish their capital.

10. Project Roadmap

We specifically indicate in the roadmap not a specific date, but a quarter.
Due to the unstable situation in the world (COVID-19). In order not to
postpone the launch dates of each stage of our platform. Before the launch
of each stage of the roadmap of our platform, we will announce in advance.

